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KASTURI INDIAN CUISINE
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WINSTON SALEM
27103 34 Forsyth

SHANTI WINSTON SALEM, INC.
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Rice Pudding
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On Prep 62

Sanjay Signh

Ebonie Wilborn

12/01/20223122 - Wilborn, Ebonie

(336) 462-7678
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Yogurt Sauce Bottle 70

Beans Make Unit 39

Diced Tomato Make Unit 37

Lamb Make Unit 41

yogurt bucket on floor 69

goat prep table 49

chicken in sauce prep table 54

rice flat top w/o heat 117

rice rice cooker 175

Indian Style cheese flat top w/o heat 63

lamb thawing in prep sink 31-41 41

goat thawing in prep sink 30-48 48

chlorine ppm dishwasher 10

kasturiindiancuisine@gmail.com

tyshiagray@gmail.com



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  KASTURI INDIAN CUISINE Establishment ID:  3034012699

Date:  11/22/2022  Time In:  4:45 PM  Time Out:  8:45 PM

Certifications
Name Certificate # Type Issue Date Expiration Date
Isham Singh 16247170 Food Service 03/20/2018 03/20/2023

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

1 2-102.11 Demonstration (PF) Several priority and priority foundation items marked out of compliance during inspection. Several
violations have been repeats from previous inspections. Active managerial control needed in kitchen. CDI Items addressed in
report.

6 2-401.11 Eating, Drinking, or Using Tobacco (C) REPEAT Employee drink cup above prep on cook line and on the dry storage
shelf. Employees shall eat, drink, or use any form of tobacco only in designated area to prevent cross contamination.

15 3-302.11 Packaged and Unpackaged Food - Separation, Packaging, and Segregation (P) REPEAT Raw fish (removed from
orginal packging) stored above ready to eat items in the walk-in freezer. Raw chicken stored in same container as cooked
chicken in walk-in freezer. Bus tub of raw chicken stored over raw shell eggs in walk in cooler. Inside make unit raw chicken was
stored behind raw shrimp. Food shall be protected from cross contamination by separation during storage, preparation, holding,
and display. Verification of proper stacking order of foods by 11/23/22.

16 4-501.114 Manual and Mechanical Warewashing Equipment, Chemical Sanitization - Temperature, pH, Concentration and
Hardness (P) Dish machine not dispensing the correct sanitizer solution. Maintain sanitizer at correct concentrations when being
used to sanitize. Establishment will sanitize all utensils in three-comp sink until dish machine is repaired. Inspector will return
11/23 to verify dish machine is measuring at a minimum of 50ppm of chlorine. 

4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (Pf) Produce dicer and grinder cover
was stored heavily soiled. Equipment food contact surfaces and utensils shall be clean to sight and touch. CDI taken to the dish
area to be cleaned.

21 3-501.16 (A) (1) Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Hot and Cold Holding (P) REPEAT Rice on grill was at 119F.
Cooked chicken was sitting next to prep sink at 54F. Maintain TCS foods in hot holding at 135F or above. CDI Rice and chicken
was moved to walk-in to be cooled to below 41F.

22 3-501.16 (A) (2) and (B) Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Hot and Cold Holding (P) Bulk yogurt container kept out at
room temperature (69F). Yogurt is being kept in sauce bottle at room temperature. Chicken held in make cooler measured
between 45-50F; Indian Style cheese held w/o temperature control at 63F. Maintain TCS foods in cold holding at 41F or less.
CDI Yogurt, chicken, and cheese were discarded.

33 3-501.15 Cooling Methods (Pf) Thick portions of chicken prepared yesterday was placed in make cooler to cool. Chicken
temperature rose while sitting out, PIC placed in walk in cooler to cool, but portions were too deep. Same issues with cooked
lamb & goat. Quickly cool foods. Use methods such as open/vented shallow pans, large ice baths and active stirring. Cold air
must flow around product to remove the heat. CDI some chicken was discarded, other chicken, goat & lamb placed in walk in
freezer for 30 min to rapidly cool.

35 3-501.13 Thawing (PF) REPEAT Upon arrival lamb in prep was not under running water. Lamb was left in sink past its thaw
point and temperature begin to rise (54F-61F). Potentially hazardous food shall be thawed at a water temperature of 70F or
below, under refrigeration, as part of the cooking process, or in a microwave oven and immediately transferred to cooking
equipment. CDI Lamb was moved to the walk-in cooler.

36 4-302.12 Food Temperature Measuring Devices (Pf) Establishment was unable to provide a working thermometer upon request.
Provide an accessible thermometer for use. Provide a thin probe thermometer for accurate measure of thin foods. Inspector will
return by 12/1 to verify establishment has a working thermometer.

37 3-302.12 Food Storage Containers Identified with Common Name of Food (C) REPEAT Label condiments and spices that are
not in original containers throughout the establishment. Except for containers holding food that can be readily and unmistakably
recognized such as dry pasta, working containers holding food or food ingredients that are removed from their original packages
for use in the food establishment, such as cooking oils, flour, herbs, potato flakes, salt, spices, and sugar shall be identified with
the common name of the food

39 3-305.11 Food Storage - Preventing Contamination from the Premises (C) REPEAT Uncovered food observed in the following
areas: walk-in freezer, lower reach-in cooler and dry storage. Food containers are being placed inside of other containers with
food present inside the make unit. Bags of onion stored on a pallet next to the prep table. Washed onions were placed into soiled



container in walk-in cooler. Containers of food was placed on floor. Store food in a clean, dry location, not exposed to
contamination. Keep at least 6 inches above the floor.

40 2-303.11 Prohibition - Jewelry (C) Employees wearing bracelets. Remove jewelry on hands and arms while preparing food. A
plain ring, such as a wedding band, is allowed. 

43 3-304.12 In-Use Utensils, Between-Use Storage (C) REPEAT Bowls being used as scoops in the walk-in cooler. Handle to
scoops held in dry goods in storage area (flour, breadcrumbs). Store in-use utensils in a clean, dry place, in food with handles
out.

44 4-903.11 (A), (B), and (D) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles Storing (C) REPEAT Large
pots being stored on pallet. Store cleaned equipment, utensils, linens and packages in a clean, dry location and at least 6 inches
off the floor.

45 4-903.11 (A) and (C) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles - Storing (C) To-go trays on cook
line stored face up. Either invert trays or cover top. Store single-use and single-service articles to prevent contamination.
4-502.13 Single-Service and Single-Use Articles - Use Limitations (C) Seasoning containers are being reused to hold other
ingredients. Container that held yogurt was refilled with a brown sauce. Single-use and single-service articles may not be reused.

49 4-601.11 (B) and (C) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (C) REPEAT Minor cleaning
needed under oil fryer and top surface of the microwave. Cleaning needing on gaskets to make coolers. Cleaning needed on
shelf hold pans on cookline. Nonfood-contact surfaces of equipment shall be kept free of an accumulation of dust, dirt, food
residue, and other debris

51 5-205.15 System Maintained in Good Repair (C) Minor drip from sink in men's restroom. Maintain a plumbing system in good
repair.

54 5-501.114 Using Drain Plugs (C) REPEAT No drain plug in the dumpster. Drains in receptacles and waste handling units for
refuse, recyclables, and returnables shall have drain plugs in place.

55 6-501.12 Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions (C) REPEAT Wall and ceiling cleaning needed throughout where splashes have
occurred and under sinks. Clean vent covers. Additional floor cleaning under equipment. Physical facilities shall be cleaned as
often as necessary to keep them clean.

6-501.11 Repairing - Premises, Structures, Attachments, and Fixtures - Methods (C) REPEAT Replace missing floor tiles in the
mop sink. Paint in ladies room stall in separated from wall and hanging. Hand sink in dry storage area needs to be recaulked.
Floors, walls, and ceilings including the attachments such as soap and towel dispensers; light fixtures; and heat/ac vents shall be
maintained in good repair.

56 6-501.110 Using Dressing Rooms and Lockers (C) Employee personal items held on shelf above make unit. Lockers or other
suitable facilities shall be provided for the orderly storage of employees' clothing and other possessions.

Additional Comments
Grade card must remain posted and may not be removed or blocked. A reinspection may be requested. Inspector has 15 days to
return once requested.


